Monterey, New Marlborough, Sandisfield, and Tolland Massachusetts
Joint Municipal Light Plant (MLP) Request for Proposal (RFP)
High Bandwidth Internet Services Procurement

1.0 General Procurement Information
This collective procurement is undertaken on behalf of the MLPs of the Towns of
Monterey, New Marlborough, Sandisfield and Tolland, Massachusetts. The lead MLP
administering the procurement for all four MLPs shall be the Sandisfield MLP.
RFP Release Date: January 6, 2017, Noon
Pre-Proposal Conference: January 17, 2017 2:00 P.M., Sandisfield Town Hall Annex
Questions Due: By January 26, 2017, Noon [Send Questions to: aboydbos@gmail.com]
Response to Questions: January 31, 2017
Submittal Date deadline: February 9, 2017, 2:00 p.m. at Sandisfield Town Hall Annex
Interview Date: February 16, 2017 [Towns may choose not to interview]
Award Date: February 22, 2017
Procurement Officer and Submittal address:
Mr. Willie Morales, Town Administrator
Sandisfield Town Hall Annex
66 Sandisfield Road, PO Box 90
Sandisfield, MA 01255
2.0 Background and Purpose of Procurement
2.1 Background
In 2008, Massachusetts General Court approved and the Governor signed legislation to
further the goal of achieving broadband Internet access in unserved parts of the Commonwealth.
Under this program, the Massachusetts Broadband Institute (“MBI”) guided and funded the
building of the MassBroadband 123 middle mile network as a backbone to support ultimate
delivery of last mile service to unserved Towns.
The current Last Mile Program is designed to support 44 unserved Western Massachusetts
communities with residential broadband access. The MBI is building a flexible framework that
will help all unserved towns achieve broadband access, allowing for a range of project models,
including multi-town collaborations, locally owned networks, and industry partnerships. Many
technology and operational choices will be supported, as long as they meet performance,
affordability, and sustainability standards. In support of the Last Mile Program, the MBI will
disburse capital from the State in aid of approved projects.
2.2 Purpose of Procurement
The MLPs for Monterey, New Marlborough, Sandisfield, and Tolland jointly seek a
telecommunications Vendor who can provide a complete 4-Town regional solution for meeting
the need and primary goal of achieving high bandwidth Internet access for residents and
businesses in the Towns, with the availability of related services such as high definition Voice
over Internet Protocol (VOIP) telephone service, viewed as a positive addition. The Town MLPs
strong desire is for such services to be provided via a state of the art Fiber To The Premises

(FTTP) network. The goal is in accord with the Commonwealth’s goal of extending Internet
access to Towns in western Massachusetts. The MLPs understand that the lack of density of
houses and businesses in the unserved Western Massachusetts communities has been an obstacle
to attracting broadband service providers who are willing to invest in infrastructure to deliver the
services. The Town MLPs are hopeful that circumstances have changed and via this RFP are
hoping to attract a company that will design, build, own, operate and maintain a network that can
deliver, first and foremost, high bandwidth Internet access, and, secondarily, high definition
telephony and perhaps television channel packages via the same high bandwidth network.
The Vendor will own and maintain full responsibility for its network and all risks related to
its design, implementation, and continuing operations (including all associated financial risks).
The Town MLPs are not acquiring any interest in the Vendor’s network.
To the extent they are able to do so, and subject to applicable laws, the MLPs will work with
their respective Towns to allow Vendor to site facilities on Town-owned property or provide
needed easements. Each Town MLP will, to the extent practicable, facilitate any local permitting
required and waive associated municipal fees. Information on some potential sites will be
available at the pre-proposal conference.
The purpose and goal of the procurement is to identify and contract with an experienced and
financially strong telecommunications provider to maximize the provision of Internet and related
services consistent with the most economic cost, or in other words, to maximize the value
proposition for the MLPs and their respective Towns by choosing the most advantageous Vendor
proposal.
3.0 Scope of Vendor Service
3.1 Broadband Network Service
The Town MLPs jointly seek a telecommunications vendor who can provide a complete
regional solution for meeting the need and goal of achieving high bandwidth Internet access for
all residents and businesses in the Towns. Provision of this service will require that the Vendor
provide connection to their network for all premises, residential and business, within Town
boundaries, including those on private roadways and driveways. The selected Vendor will be
responsible for program management, make-ready assessment and permitting, design and
engineering, obtaining premise-entry consents, network implementation, network operations,
subscriber marketing and billing, customer support, network maintenance and emergency
response and network renewal, as needed. In responding to this RFP, the proposing Vendor will
need to provide plans for how it will proceed to implement its service to the Towns involved in
this joint procurement, as described in this RFP.
3.2 Service Area Description
3.2.1 Monterey
Exhibit B.1 attached is a map of Monterey, MA prepared by MBI. The map shows the
existing MassBroadband 123 middle mile and Town roadways. National Grid is the power
distribution provider in the Town and holds maintenance responsibility for poles. The Town
estimates a count of 844 premises, 1,950 poles and 57 route miles of roadway.

3.2.2 New Marlborough
Exhibit B.2 attached is a map of New Marlborough, MA prepared by MBI. The map
shows the existing MassBroadband 123 middle mile and Town roadways. National Grid is the
power distribution provider in the Town and holds maintenance responsibility for poles. The
Town estimates a count of 1086 premises, 2818 poles and 88 route miles of roadway.
3.2.3 Sandisfield
Exhibit B.3 attached is a map of Sandisfield, MA prepared by MBI. The map shows the
existing MassBroadband 123 middle mile and Town roadways. National Grid is the power
distribution provider in the Town and holds maintenance responsibility for poles. The Town
estimates a count of 677 premises, 1,762 poles and 91 route miles of roadway.
3.2.4 Tolland
Exhibit B.4 attached is a map of Tolland, MA prepared by MBI. The map shows the
existing MassBroadband 123 middle mile and Town roadways. National Grid is the power
distribution provider in the Town and holds maintenance responsibility for poles. The Town
estimates a count of 535 premises, 801 poles and 41 route miles of roadway.
3.3 Required Services
The Towns of Monterey, New Marlborough, Sandisfield, and Tolland require high bandwidth
connection to the Internet, referred to as broadband, for all households/living units and businesses
within the geographic boundaries of the Towns. Within this proposal request "subscriber" refers
to each household/living unit and business that consents to a network connection on its property.
As noted above, the Town MLPs highly desire for services to be offered via a Vendor-provided
FTTP network. The MLPs will consider the Vendor to have provided ubiquitous service to all
premises if the Vendor is able to offer connection to at least 96% of the premises in each Town.
Services standards will be determined through the contract negotiation process.
In order to meet the needs of all potential subscribers, the Town MLPs consider it highly
desirable for a Vendor to be capable of offering different levels (tiers) of broadband Internet
service for subscribers to choose from, with each level of service supporting different network
connection bandwidths for downstream and upstream data transfers. In order to be considered
broadband service, a Vendor's Internet service, by FCC definition, must be capable of supporting
a connection bandwidth no less than 25 megabits per second (Mbps) for downstream data transfer,
and no less than 3 Mbps for upstream data transfer. It is highly desirable for the lowest tier of
broadband service offered to be capable of supporting a network connection bandwidth of at least
50 Mbps for downstream data transfers. Symmetric data transfer service is not required, but
highly desirable. For all tiers of broadband Internet service offered, is the upstream connection
bandwidth must be no less than 20% of the downstream connection bandwidth. So, for a tier that
offers a downstream connection bandwidth of 50 Mbps, this requires the tier to also provide an
upstream connection bandwidth of no less than 10 Mbps. In addition to offering tiers of service
that will meet the needs of most subscribers, a proposal that offers subscribers the option of a
network connection that supports a connection bandwidth equal to or exceeding 1 gigabit per
second (Gbps), for both downstream and upstream data transfers, will be considered to be highly
advantageous in the selection process. A proposal that also offers subscribers basic Internet
service options that do not require high bandwidth connection to the Internet will also be
considered to be advantageous in the selection process.

As used in this RFP, the term "bandwidth" refers to the sustained downstream or upstream
data transfer rate supported for a given level of Internet service, not a peak (up to) transfer rate.
This definition applies to both point-to-point and point-to-multipoint service connections.
3.4 Optional Services
The Town MLPs highly desire a Vendor to be capable of offering high definition VOIP
telephone service via its network. The Town MLPs believe that dramatic changes continue to
shape both telephone and television services going forward. To that end, a Vendor capable of
offering high definition (HD) and standard definition television channel package service to all
premises via the Vendor's high bandwidth network is seen as a nice to have but not necessarily a
requirement. A proposing Vendor must allow subscribers the opportunity of third party services
(e.g. telemedicine, security, etc.) via its network.
3.5 Subscriber Options
Vendors who are able to offer telephony and television channel package services in addition
to the required high-bandwidth Internet access must afford subscribers the option of Internet
access only. For all bundled service packages offered by a Vendor, subscribers must be afforded
the level of Internet service per Section 3.3 requirements.
4.0 Minimum Qualifying Criteria for Vendors
If it is anticipated that the entity responding to this RFP will differ from the entity that would
enter into a Broadband Services Agreement with the Town MLPs, then that disclosure should be
clearly made in the response. Further, if the proposing entity so differs, a statement must be
provided by the proposing Vendor stating its legal relationship with the contracting entity and
whether it will or will not provide a guaranty for the performance of the entity entering into the
Agreement or other satisfactory financial assurance. In addition, the proposing Vendor and the
contracting entity shall each be required to provide the information required herein as joint
proposers. The Town MLPs reserve the right to reject any proposal from a Vendor who will not
also be the contracting entity unless a satisfactory financial assurance is provided by Vendor.
4.1 History and experience
The proposing Vendor must provide a brief history of the firm, noting its evolution of
telecommunication services, and in particular broadband services. Further, a concise statement of
its current business strategy must be provided. A proposal must include history of completing
projects to provide Internet service similar to that required here. The Town MLPs require that a
proposing Vendor be authorized to conduct relevant business in Massachusetts and the Towns.
However, Vendors not currently authorized may respond. Vendors not currently authorized will
need to provide details for the process and schedule for obtaining the required authorization.
4.2 Financial resources
The Town MLPs expect a proposing Vendor to finance the full capital cost of make-ready,
design, commissioning, and provisioning of the network required for providing high-bandwidth
Internet access and services in each Town. Further, the proposing Vendor must offer credible
evidence of its ability to finance the project. If the proposing Vendor is a privately held
corporation, it may enclose its audited financial statements in a sealed envelope marked

“Proprietary and Confidential.” The Town MLPs will, subject to the requirements of the
Massachusetts Public Records Law, hold confidential records submitted in such an envelope so
marked until completion of evaluations and as otherwise permitted by law.
4.3 Minimum existing customer base for requested services
The proposing Vendor must provide evidence of currently providing high-bandwidth Internet
services to rural communities similar to the Towns involved in this procurement. In the case
where the Vendor does not currently provide Internet access and service to at least 1,000
subscribers in rural communities, the Vendor must provide detail on existing contracts and
provide a plan showing their ability to deploy (funding, resources and organization) and support a
multi-town broadband Internet service.
5.0 Requirements for Proposal Content
Vendors are encouraged to prepare responses using clear and concise language that responds
to the RFP in a straightforward manner. All acronyms and technical terms must be explained.
Vendors are requested to organize their RFP submission to follow the same order as in this
Section 5.0, and to label any additional attachments to their proposal to identify the RFP Section
number it addresses or to which it relates. A response to the RFP must address the complete
service area identified in Section 3.2.
The proposing Vendor must address/include the following in its proposal:
5.1 Minimum Qualification Requirements
Proposals must include/satisfy the following in order to be deemed responsive and proceed to
an evaluation in accordance with the Comparative Criteria set forth in Section 5.2. Note that
Sections 5.1.1 through 5.1.3, below, refer to the minimum qualification criteria required and
described in Section 4.0.
5.1.1 Evidence of business history and experience.
5.1.2 Evidence of financial resources.
5.1.3 Description and size of broadband Internet service customer base.
5.1.4

Proposal addresses the complete service area identified in Section 3.2.

5.1.5 Proposal includes all forms, certifications, and information required by this RFP,
including information (whether or not expressly requested) that is referenced in Section 5.2,
below, as being necessary for a full and proper evaluation of proposals pursuant to the
Comparative Criteria set forth in that section. (The Town MLPs reserve the right to waive the
timing of submission of any such forms, certifications, and information.)
5.2 Comparative Criteria
Proposals meeting the minimum qualification criteria set forth above shall be evaluated in
accordance with the Comparative Criteria in this Section 5.2. Each proposal will receive a rating
for each criteria as Highly Advantageous, Advantageous, Not Advantageous, or Not Acceptable,

as set forth below. A composite rating will then be assigned to each proposal, as further
described below, and this composite rating will be used to compare proposals.
5.2.1 Internet Service Performance Requirements (Four Criteria)
5.2.1.1 Service Tiers
The proposing Vendor must provide a description of the tiers of Internet
service that will be available to subscribers to choose from, for both downstream and upstream
services per the requirements provided in Section 3.3.
-Highly Advantageous: Vendor offers more than one tier of high bandwidth
broadband service, as well as a level of service that supports a connection bandwidth equal to or
greater than 1 Gbps for both downstream and upstream data transfers. No tier of service offered
supports a connection bandwidth less than 100 Mbps for downstream data transfers. For each tier
offered, the upstream connection bandwidth is no less than 20% of the downstream connection
bandwidth. Vendor also offers basic Internet service via connection bandwidths less than the
minimum bandwidths required to be considered broadband service.
-Advantageous: Vendor offers more than one tier of high bandwidth broadband
service, as well as a level of service that supports a connection bandwidth equal to or greater than
1 Gbps for both downstream and upstream data transfers. No tier of service offered supports a
connection bandwidth less than 50 Mbps for downstream data transfers. For each tier offered, the
upstream connection bandwidth is no less than 20% of the downstream connection bandwidth.
Vendor also offers basic Internet service via connection bandwidths less than the minimum
bandwidths required to be considered broadband service.
-Not Advantageous: Vendor offers a single tier high bandwidth broadband service
that supports a connection bandwidth no greater than 50 Mbps for downstream data transfers, and
no greater than 10 Mbps for upstream data transfers. Vendor also offers basic Internet service via
connection bandwidths less than the minimum bandwidths required to be considered broadband
service.
-Not Acceptable: Vendor only offers basic Internet service via network connection
bandwidths for downstream and upstream data transfers that are less than the minimum
bandwidths required to be considered broadband service. [An Unacceptable rating will disqualify
entire proposal.]
5.2.1.2 Service Bandwidth
Proposing Vendor must provide evidence of being able to provide high-bandwidth
Internet service to the consumer. The preferred method for providing such evidence is via recent
results from an independent study that measures broadband service performance as delivered by
an Internet service provider to the consumer, such as the Federal Communication Commission’s
(FCC) Measuring Broadband America Program. Vendor’s actual connection bandwidths for all
levels of broadband service offered must be shown to be greater than 80% of the advertised
bandwidths across all time periods.
-Highly advantageous: Study results or other evidence shows Vendor’s actual
measured connection bandwidths for all levels of broadband service offered are greater than 90%
of the advertised bandwidths.

-Advantageous: Study results or other evidence shows Vendor’s actual measured
connection bandwidths for all levels of broadband service offered are between 85 and 90% of the
advertised bandwidths.
-Not Advantageous: Study results or other evidence shows Vendor’s actual measured
connection bandwidths for all levels of broadband service offered are between 80 and 85% of the
advertised bandwidths.
-Unacceptable: Study results or other evidence shows Vendor’s actual measured
connection bandwidths for all levels of broadband service offered are less than 80% of the
advertised bandwidths. [An Unacceptable rating will disqualify entire proposal.]
5.2.1.3 Customer Satisfaction
Proposing Vendor must provide evidence of being able to satisfy its existing
broadband Internet service customers with respect to service performance, service options
available, subscriber billing, service pricing, maintenance and emergency response, and service
problem handling. The preferred method for providing such evidence is via independent survey
results, such as the report released by the American Customer Satisfaction Index that measures
the level of national cross-industry customer satisfaction for products and services. Vendor’s
current level of customer satisfaction for all levels of broadband service offered must be shown to
be greater than 70%.
-Highly advantageous: Evidence shows that Vendor’s customer satisfaction rating is
greater than 90% for Internet services.
-Advantageous: Evidence shows that Vendor’s customer satisfaction rating is
between 80 and 90% for Internet services.
-Not Advantageous: Evidence shows that Vendor’s customer satisfaction rating is
between 70 and 80% for Internet services.
-Unacceptable: Evidence shows that Vendor’s customer satisfaction rating is not
more than 70% for Internet services. [An Unacceptable rating will not disqualify entire proposal,
but will contribute to significantly lowering the composite rating.]
5.2.1.4 Service Availability
Proposing Vendor must provide evidence of being able to provide broadband Internet
service that is highly available. Within this proposal request "availability" refers to the proportion
of time broadband Internet access and services (per performance requirements specified in
Section 3.3) are expected to be provided to all subscribers. Evidence for availability can be
measured for existing broadband Internet customers, or calculated based on the Vendor's
proposed network design. Network design features that will drive service availability are network
component reliability, component and system-level redundancy, backup power generation, etc.
Within this proposal request the term "downtime" refers to periods of time when Internet access
and service is unavailable to subscribers, exclusive of periods of time required for the Vendor to
perform scheduled maintenance.

-Highly Advantageous: Evidence shows that the Vendor can commit to providing
broadband Internet service for all levels of broadband service offered with an average downtime
in any given month no more than 5 minutes per week (99.95% availability).
-Advatageous: Evidence shows that the Vendor can commit to providing broadband
Internet service for all levels of broadband service offered with an average downtime in any given
month no more than 10 minutes per week (99.9% availability).
-Not Advantageous: Evidence shows that the Vendor can commit to providing
broadband Internet service for all levels of broadband service offered with an average downtime
in any given month no more than 50 minutes per week (99.5% availability).
-Unacceptable: Evidence shows that the Vendor will not be able to commit to
providing broadband Internet service for all levels of broadband service offered with an
availability of at least 99.5% in any given month. [An Unacceptable rating will not disqualify
entire proposal, but will contribute to significantly lowering the composite rating.]
5.2.2

Service Connection Requirements (Four Criteria)

5.2.2.1 Commencement of Service
Proposing Vendor must be able to provide broadband Internet service to all
subscribers within two to three years from contract date. [To the extent service availability is
delayed due to causes that could not be anticipated and/or are beyond the Vendor’s control, and
the Vendor can demonstrate it is exercising diligence in its efforts to provide service to all
subscribers notwithstanding such delay, the contract will be amended as appropriate to extend the
time required to furnish service to all subscribers.]
-Highly advantageous: The Vendor commits to providing broadband Internet service
to all subscribers within two years of contract commencement.
-Advantageous: The Vendor commits to providing broadband Internet service to all
subscribers within two and one-half years of contract commencement.
-Not advantageous: The Vendor commits to providing broadband Internet service to
all subscribers within three years of contract commencement.
-Unacceptable: The Vendor commits to providing broadband Internet service to all
subscribers in excess of three years of contract commencement. [An Unacceptable rating will not
disqualify entire proposal, but will contribute to significantly lowering the composite rating.]
5.2.2.2 Connection Coverage Area (Existing premises)
Proposing Vendor must provide Internet service to all subscribers located on public
and private roads in the Towns, to the extent such subscribers are currently connected to existing
utility poles or via underground conduit, with space available for additional cables. [If a Vendor
proposes a linear connection allowance for reaching subscribers on a private road or driveway,
the Vendor must propose a per foot unit price applicable to the overage allowed per connection in
its Price Proposal.]

-Highly advantageous: The Vendor commits to connecting and providing Internet
service to all subscribers on public and private roads, regardless of linear connection distance, to
the extent such subscribers are currently connected to existing utility poles or via underground
conduit, with usable space available for additional cables.
-Advantageous: The Vendor commits to connecting and providing Internet service to
all subscribers on public and private roads, with a linear connection allowance of 500 feet, to the
extent such subscribers are currently connected to existing utility poles or via underground
conduit, with usable space available for additional cables.
-Not advantageous: The Vendor commits to connecting and providing Internet
service to all subscribers on public and private roads, with a linear connection allowance of 300
feet, to the extent such subscribers are currently connected to existing utility poles or via
underground conduit, with usable space available for additional cables.
-Unacceptable: The Vendor commits to connecting and providing Internet service to
all subscribers on public roads only with a linear connection allowance to be negotiated, to the
extent such subscribers are currently connected to existing utility poles or via underground
conduit, with usable space available for additional cables. [An Unacceptable rating will not
disqualify entire proposal, but will contribute to significantly lowering the composite rating.]
5.2.2.3 Subscriber Equipment
Proposing Vendor must provide a plan, including equipment and cost to subscribers,
if any, for initial installation of on-premises equipment (e.g. network terminal units, modems,
routers, uninterruptible power supply, etc.).
-Highly Advantageous: Proposing Vendor plans to provide and install on-premises
equipment at no cost to subscribers.
-Advantageous: Proposing Vendor plans to provide and install on-premises
equipment at a cost to subscribers not exceeding $100.
-Not advantageous: Proposing Vendor plans to provide and install on-premises
equipment at a cost to subscribers exceeding $100 but less than $250.
-Unacceptable: Proposing Vendor plans to provide and install on-premises
equipment at a cost to subscribers exceeding $250. [An Unacceptable rating will not disqualify
entire proposal, but will contribute to significantly lowering the composite rating.]
5.2.2.4 Service For Future Premises
Proposing Vendor must provide a plan for addressing how broadband service will be
provided to new premises after the network construction has been completed. The plan shall
include the material terms, conditions, and costs that will apply, as well as who will be
responsible for future costs.
-Highly Advantageous: The proposing Vendor commits to providing broadband
service to future premises, and provides a detailed plan for the terms, costs, and responsibilities of
the involved parties.

-Advantageous: The proposing Vendor commits to providing broadband service to
future premises, and provides a general plan for the terms, costs, and responsibilities of the
involved parties.
-Not advantageous: The proposing Vendor commits to providing broadband service
to future premises, but defers the determination of terms, costs, and responsibilities of the
involved parties to the future.
-Unacceptable: The proposing Vendor does not commit to providing broadband
service to future premises after the network construction has been completed. [An Unacceptable
rating will not disqualify entire proposal, but will contribute to significantly lowering the
composite rating .]
5.2.3 Business Terms/Plan (Two Criteria)
5.2.3.1 Service Options and Rates
Proposing Vendor must provide a comprehensive description of its business
proposition for each Town and its subscribers, including all offered service options and the
associated rates (cost) for each service. The Vendor must provide broadband Internet service.
Other services, such as high definition telephone service, high definition television channel
package service, and basic Internet are not required, but are considered by the Town MLPs to be
highly desirable. The Vendor shall provide a complete description of the television packages
available to subscribers if applicable.
-Highly advantageous: Proposing Vendor offers different tiers of broadband Internet
service to choose from per Section 3.3, as well as basic Internet service. The Vendor also offers
high definition telephone service (G.722 codec quality or better), and high definition television
channel packages (comparable to satellite-based television channel package services) to choose
from, combined with the Internet services. The Vendor offers all of these services as a Triple Play
package. The Vendor demonstrates that its subscription rate charge for such Triple Play package
is reasonable and generally comparable to similar packages offered in Northeastern U.S. markets.
-Advantageous: Proposing Vendor offers different tiers of broadband Internet service
to choose from per Section 3.3, as well as basic Internet service. The Vendor also offers high
definition telephone service (G.722 codec quality or better), or high definition television channel
packages (comparable to satellite-based television channel package services) to choose from, that
can be bundled together with the Internet services, but not as a Triple Play package. The Vendor
demonstrates that its subscription rate charges for these offered services are reasonable and
generally comparable with those offered in Northeastern U.S. markets.
-Unacceptable: Proposing Vendor offers only the minimum required level of
broadband Internet service per Section 3.3, as well as basic Internet service, or the Vendor fails to
demonstrate that its subscription rate charges for any offered service, bundled services, or Triple
Play package are reasonable and generally comparable with those offered in Northeastern U.S.
markets. [An Unacceptable rating will not disqualify entire proposal, but will contribute to
significantly lowering the composite rating.]
The Town MLPs reserve the right to condition a rating on this criterion
(and any composite rating of any proposal) on a Vendor’s agreement to make revisions, requested
by the Town MLPs, to the plan provided by the Vendor pursuant to this criterion (Business
Terms/Plan).

5.2.3.2 Value Enhancements
Proposing Vendor shall identify and specify any service value enhancements it plans
to offer the Towns, such as a minimal fee or no fee for basic Internet service for all subscribers,
and free or discounted broadband Internet service fees for Town institutions (Town Hall, Schools,
Library, Fire Station, etc.).
-Highly Advantageous: The Vendor offers basic Internet service value enhancements
for all subscribers, plus offers free broadband Internet service for all Town institutions.
-Advantageous: The Vendor offers basic Internet service value enhancements for all
subscribers, plus offers discounted rate broadband Internet service for all Town institutions.
-Not advantageous: The Vendor offers basic Internet service value enhancements for
all subscribers.
-Unacceptable: The Vendor offers no service value enhancements. [An Unacceptable
rating will not disqualify entire proposal, but will contribute to significantly lowering the
composite rating.]
5.3 Other Proposal Content
5.3.1 Subcontractors
If any part of the Scope of Vendor Service is to be provided or completed by a SubVendor or Subcontractor, the proposing Vendor must provide a complete description of the
services to be so performed along with a full description of the qualifications and capabilities of
the Sub-Vendor or Subcontractor. As part of the contract award for services, the Town MLPs
reserve the right to approve or disapprove any and all such Sub-Vendors or Subcontractors.
5.3.2 Contact Information
Proposing Vendor must provide contact information for all similar contracts with a town
for broadband Internet service completed in the last two years in the Northeast.
5.3.3 Vendor Policies
Proposing Vendor must disclose company policies as respects the following:
5.3.3.1 Net Neutrality
The Town MLPs require the selected Vendor to adhere to the principle of Net
Neutrality whereby access is available to all content and applications regardless of the source, and
without blocking particular products, content, or websites. To that end, describe your network
management or non-discrimination policy as regards to (a) types (network protocols) of traffic,
(b) sources or destinations of traffic (including Vendor's own), and (c) traffic content.
5.3.3.2 Subscriber Privacy

The Town MLPs require the selected Vendor to maintain the privacy of all
subscribers, and not track, publish, or share information related to the content accessed by
individual or groups of subscribers. To that end, describe what monitoring and statistics you
maintain regarding network traffic. Include in the description what customer specific information
is logged and how long those logs are retained.
5.3.3.3 Network Management
Describe in detail your network management in regards to bandwidth and capacity
planning with a particular focus on bandwidth between a Town's users and the Internet. If you
are providing diverse Internet circuits/gateways, address capacity planning for each circuit as
appropriate.
5.3.3.4 Equipment Monitoring
Describe in detail your monitoring of Customer Premises Equipment and customer
usage.
5.3.3.5 Service Limitations
Describe in detail any limitations on the use of the service that will be applied to
customer usage.
5.3.3.6 Service Abuse
Describe in detail what would constitute abuse of the network or network service,
and what steps would be taken regarding an abuser.
5.3.3.7 Service Modifications
Describe in detail processes for requesting new or modifications to services (e.g.
cancellation, temporary and/or seasonal stoppage, etc.).
5.3.3.8 Operational Cost Efficiencies
Describe in detail plans and processes that minimize operational cost increases to
subscribers (e.g. minimization of truck rolls and other high cost support services via the use of
local resources and sub-contractors). The Town MLPs will view a network self-service portal
designed to reduce resources at a service call center as highly desirable .
5.3.4 Regional Network Design
The Town MLPs desire to gain insight into the design of high bandwidth networks the
Vendor typically constructs to provide customers with broadband Internet services. In support of
this desire the proposing Vendor must provide a description of the proposed regional network
design it will plan to construct to provide customers in each Town with required services listed in
Sections 5.2.1-5.2.3. The description of the network design should include content such as
system-level schematics and block diagrams for the proposed network architecture and topology,
identification of the network component technologies to be used, a list of the user equipment for
each premise, a list of equipment to be centrally located (regionally or within each Town) and
operated by the Vendor, etc.

5.3.5 Service Options for Special Areas
Proposing Vendor must provide the Town MLPs with options for offering broadband
Internet services to subscribers located within Town boundaries on private roads and driveways,
not connected via utility poles or underground conduit. Options should address situations where
utility poles are not permitted.
Special Town areas to assess:
Sandisfield - Otis Woodlands
Tolland - North Tolland (~95 homes), Beldon Road, East Otis
5.3.6 Network Maintenance
Proposing Vendor must describe its process for performing network maintenance and
responding to emergencies. The Vendor must also describe its existing operating and
maintenance infrastructure. Vendor should also address its current policy and plans for as-needed
renewal and future upgrades, such as frequency of replacement of core network equipment,
technology upgrades, or pro-active replacement of parts, for its existing broadband Internet
customers.
5.3.7 Customer Service Plan
Proposing Vendor must provide a copy of its current customer service plan made
available to existing broadband Internet customers. The customer service plan must address
subscriber billing and customer service problem handling.
5.3.8 Marketing Plan
In support of each Town MLP's desire for the proposing Vendor to be responsible for all
customer-marketing efforts, the proposing Vendor should provide its plan for marketing its
available broadband Internet services.
5.3.9 Customer Terms & Conditions
Proposing Vendor must provide a copy of its Customer Terms and Conditions governing
its relationship with customers, currently provided to all existing broadband Internet subscribers.
5.3.10 Life-Line Services
Proposing Vendor must describe its process for addressing life-line services, E911, and
emergency handling in outage situations for existing broadband Internet customers. The Vendor
must provide a description of any subscriber fees and billing associated with these services.
5.3.11 ISP Services
Proposing Vendor must provide a list and description of the Internet Service Provider
(ISP) services (e.g. Internet access, email, domain name registration, web hosting, online
distributed discussion services (e.g. Usenet), cloud services, online storage services, etc.)
provided to existing broadband Internet customers. The Vendor must provide a detailed
description for the fees and fee structure associated with the ISP services offered.

5.3.12 Third Party Services
Proposing Vendor must provide its plan for supporting third party services, at both the
subscriber and third party level.
6.0 Vendor Price Proposal
EACH VENDOR IS TO SUBMIT ITS PRICE PROPOSAL AND NON-PRICE
PROPOSAL IN SEPARATELY SEALED ENVELOPES, WITH EACH ENVELOPE
MARKED “PRICE PROPOSAL, MLP BROADBAND PROJECT” OR “NON-PRICE
PROPOSAL, BROADBAND PROJECT,” AS APPROPRIATE. IF THE PROPOSALS
ARE MAILED, THE ENVELOPES MUST BE ENCLOSED IN A THIRD ENVELOPE
FOR MALING.
The proposing Vendor must complete and submit the Price Proposal Form for each Town
MLP included as Exhibit C.1-C.4 to this RFP. The price to be inserted in the price proposal for
each Town will be the fixed monthly payment required of each Town, if any, separate from and
in addition to any subscriber fees to be charged to individual subscribers in a Town, that the
Vendor intends to charge the Town MLP for broadband and related services furnished to each
Town’s residents and businesses. If the proposing Vendor offers to provide the services at no
cost to the Town, the proposing Vendor should enter “Zero” on the price form. (For the purpose
of determining price, please note that the Town MLPs intend the term of any contract to be 15
years.)
As noted on the Price Proposal Form, the proposed price must be stated in two ways:
1) The lump sum price (to be paid, if at all, directly to Vendor by MBI in accordance with
an MBI grant, if any, to be applied for by Vendor in consultation with the Town MLPs); and, in
lieu of such price and at the sole discretion of each Town MLP,
2) The price stated as monthly payments to be made each month over the proposed contract
term, which shall not exceed 15 years. Vendor may quote level monthly payments or stepped
monthly payments.
The Town MLPs acknowledge that they will not gain any residual ownership interest in the
network by making any payments to Vendor.

7.0 Evaluation criteria and selection of Vendor Submittal and Price Proposal
The Town MLPs will make its selection in the following manner:
7.1 A joint Town selection committee made up of representatives of the Town MLPs will
determine those vendors whose proposals meet the minimum qualification criteria of Section 4.0.
Proposals not meeting the Section 4.0 criteria will be deemed non-responsive and discarded.
7.2 Proposals satisfying the minimum qualification criteria of Section 4.0 will be evaluated
by the selection committee using the Comparative Evaluation Criteria set forth in Section 5.2. A

rating will be assigned for each evaluation criterion for each proposal. After a proposal has been
so evaluated, a single, composite rating will be assigned to the entire proposal. As for the
weighting that will be used in establishing a composite rating, 50 percent of a proposal’s
composite rating shall be assigned to the comparative evaluation criteria set forth in Sections
5.2.1.1, 5.2.1.2, 5.2.1.4, and 5.2.3.1; the remaining 50 percent of the composite rating will be
based on the other criteria in Section 5.2. During the evaluation period, the Town MLPs reserve
the right to request clarification or additional information from any proposing Vendor as respects
information included in or omitted from its proposal, and may request interviews.
7.3 The selection committee will by majority vote assign a composite rating for each Vendor
as aforesaid, and shall then rank the qualifying proposals using the composite ratings.
7.4 Only after the ranking is completed under Section 7.3 will the joint Town selection
committee consider and review the separately submitted price proposals.
7.5 The selection committee will then select the most advantageous proposal, taking into
consideration price and the comparative evaluation criteria used to evaluate proposals. The
selected Proposal will be recommended to each Town MLP for approval and award, but each
Town MLP retains, at its discretion, the authority to accept or reject the recommendation.
7.6 The Town MLPs reserve the right to condition a composite rating for any proposal
on the agreement of a Vendor to make, and to such Vendor’s making, revisions requested by the
Town MLPs to the plan provided by Vendor pursuant to the Comparative Criterion in Section
5.2.3.
8.0 Other Information
8.1 Contracting and Procedures for Submission of Proposals
The successful Vendor shall execute a contract substantially in the form to be presented by
the Town MLPs. If the Vendor and the Town MLPs are unable, despite negotiations, to enter into
an agreement within thirty (30) days of presentment of a contract, the Town MLPs may cancel
negotiations and commence negotiations with the next highest-ranked Vendor, or in the Town
MLPs’ discretion, cancel the RFP.
8.2 Contracting parties
MLPs for the Towns of Monterey, New Marlborough, Sandisfield, Tolland, Massachusetts,
and selected Vendor. Each Town MLP shall have its own contract with the successful vendor.
8.3 Procedural Matters
8.3.1 Vendor Questions. Proposing Vendors with questions regarding this RFP may
submit their questions via email no later than Noon, Thursday, January 26, 2017. Inquires
received after this time will not be considered. All inquiries and requests for information or
clarification regarding this RFP must be submitted by written email to Alice Boyd (email:
aboydbos@gmail.com).
The manner in which the Town MLPs respond to inquiries or questions shall be by the
issuance of written Addenda to this RFP. Addenda will be distributed to all entities known to
have requested a copy of this RFP on Tuesday January 31, 2017 at the email address to be

provided by the Vendor at the time it requests a copy of this RFP. Vendors are solely responsible
for ensuring that they have received all addenda before submission of their proposals.
8.3.2 Submission Instructions and Deadline. The proposing Vendor shall deliver its
Proposal in a sealed envelope to the Town of Sandisfield Procurement Officer no later than the
deadline, all as specified in Section 1.0. Please include six (6) hard copies and one digital copy
on CD in .pdf format of the complete proposal and other required submittals as outlined in
Section 9.0, along with a transmittal letter signed by an authorized official of the firm.
8.3.3 Modifications to Proposals. If a proposal is submitted prior to the due date,
modifications may be submitted in a sealed envelope prior to the deadline submittal date of
Tuesday, February 09, 2017, 2:00 p.m.
8.3.4 Withdrawal of Proposals. No proposal may be withdrawn within ninety (90)
days after the submission due date.
8.3.5 Interviews. The Town MLPs reserve the right to interview all proposing Vendors
in which case the award date will be extended by three days. Proposing Vendors that meet
minimum required qualifications and are deemed responsive may be invited to meet with the
Town MLP Boards to discuss their proposals and answer questions. Vendors who are so invited
shall bring an executive, the person who will be the program manager and alternate program
manager, and other members of the team as the Vendor deems appropriate, but not more than five
individuals.
8.3.6 Award Date and Contract Negotiations. February 22, 2017, or February 24,
2017 if interviews scheduled. Within fifteen calendar days the selected Vendor shall begin
contract negotiations with the Town MLPs.
8.3.7 Contract Completion. Negotiations and contract acceptance shall be complete no
later than sixty (60) days from the Award Date.
8.3.8 Addenda. Any Addendum subsequently issued by the Town MLPs following the
release of this RFP must be acknowledged by Vendor. All information given by the MLPs except
by written addenda shall be informal and shall not be binding upon the Town nor shall it furnish a
basis for legal action by any proposing Vendor or prospective Vendor against any of the Towns.
8.4 Miscellaneous provisions
8.4.1 All submitted proposals shall be prepared at the sole cost and expense of the
proposing Vendor, and all proposals shall become the property of the Town MLPs.
8.4.2 The Town MLPs reserve the right to waive minor informalities or obvious
clerical errors in a proposal and to take such other action with respect to any nonconformities in a
proposal to the fullest extent allowed by law.
8.4.3 The Town MLPs reserve the right to decline the making of an award based on its
sole judgment that the proposals received do not meet its needs, or to cancel the procurement
before or after receipt of proposals for any reason, or no reason.
8.4.4 Proposals that are late, incomplete, not properly endorsed or signed, or otherwise
contrary to instructions will be rejected by the Town MLPs as non-responsive.

8.4.5 The Town MLPs are exempt from Federal and Massachusetts State Sales and
Excise Taxes, and no such taxes should be included in the proposal.

Exhibit A
Certification and Signature Page
Must be completed and submitted with proposal.
The Undersigned proposing Vendor submits this Proposal to deliver a Broadband Network
Service to the Towns of Monterey, New Marlborough, Sandisfield, and Tolland.

____________________________________
Signature of authorized individual submitting proposal
Date:
Name of business:
Certificate of Non-Collusion
The undersigned certifies under penalties of perjury that this proposal has been made and
submitted in good faith and without collusion or fraud with any other person. As used in this
certification, the word "person" shall mean any natural person, business, partnership, corporation,
union, committee, club, or other organization, entity, or group of individuals.

_____________________________________
Signature of authorized individual submitting proposal
Date:
Name of business:

Tax Compliance Certification
Pursuant to M.G.L. c. 62C, §49A, I certify under the penalties of perjury that, to the best of my
knowledge and belief, I am in compliance with all laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
relating to taxes, reporting of employees and contractors, and withholding and remitting child
support.

_____________________________________
Signature of authorized individual submitting proposal
Date
Name of business

Exhibit B.1
MBI Last Mile Planning Map Monterey

ATTACHED AT END OF DOCUMENT

Exhibit B.2
MBI Last Mile Planning Map - New
Marlborough

ATTACHED AT END OF DOCUMENT

Exhibit B.3
MBI Last Mile Planning Map Sandisfield

ATTACHED AT END OF DOCUMENT

Exhibit B.4
MBI Last Mile Planning Map Tolland

ATTACHED AT END OF
DOCUMENT

Exhibit C.1
Price Proposal Form - Monterey
The undersigned Vendor submits the following as its Price Proposal to the MLP for the Town of
Monterey Broadband Network Service Procurement:
1.
A lump sum price of
________________________________________________________ Dollars ($_________) to
be paid, if at all, by MBI in the form of a grant to Vendor in accordance with the terms and
conditions of any such grant, or alternatively, at the Town MLP’s sole election,
2.
Monthly payments in the amount of $______ to be made each month over the term of the
contract, which shall not exceed 15 years, in lieu of a lump sum price. (Vendor may quote level
monthly payments or stepped payments.)
The price quoted should assume all Town premises to be connected, subject to adjustment for the
actual number of premises connected
Vendor acknowledges and agrees that any grant, to be negotiated with and paid by the MBI
directly to the selected Vendor, will offset when paid, on a dollar for dollar basis, any price to be
paid by the Town MLP, with the reduction of any monthly payments, stated above, to be agreed
between the Vendor and Town MLP. Further, the Vendor agrees to consult closely with each
Town MLP regarding the structure and content of any application by Vendor for any MBI grant.

Acknowledged and Agreed:

_____________________________
Authorized Vendor Official

Exhibit C.2
Price Proposal Form - New Marlborough
The undersigned Vendor submits the following as its Price Proposal to the MLP for the Town of
New Marlborough Broadband Network Service Procurement:
1.
A lump sum price of
________________________________________________________ Dollars ($_________) to
be paid, if at all, by MBI in the form of a grant to Vendor in accordance with the terms and
conditions of any such grant, or alternatively, at the Town MLP’s sole election,
2.
Monthly payments in the amount of $______ to be made each month over the term of the
contract, which shall not exceed 15 years, in lieu of a lump sum price. (Vendor may quote level
monthly payments or stepped payments.)
The price quoted should assume all Town premises to be connected, subject to adjustment for the
actual number of premises connected
Vendor acknowledges and agrees that any grant, to be negotiated with and paid by the MBI
directly to the selected Vendor, will offset when paid, on a dollar for dollar basis, any price to be
paid by the Town MLP, with the reduction of any monthly payments, stated above, to be agreed
between the Vendor and Town MLP. Further, the Vendor agrees to consult closely with each
Town MLP regarding the structure and content of any application by Vendor for any MBI grant.

Acknowledged and Agreed:

_____________________________
Authorized Vendor Official

Exhibit C.3
Price Proposal Form - Sandisfield
The undersigned Vendor submits the following as its Price Proposal to the MLP for the Town of
Sandisfield Broadband Network Service Procurement:
1.
A lump sum price of
________________________________________________________ Dollars ($_________) to
be paid, if at all, by MBI in the form of a grant to Vendor in accordance with the terms and
conditions of any such grant, or alternatively, at the Town MLP’s sole election,
2.
Monthly payments in the amount of $______ to be made each month over the term of the
contract, which shall not exceed 15 years, in lieu of a lump sum price. (Vendor may quote level
monthly payments or stepped payments.)
The price quoted should assume all Town premises to be connected, subject to adjustment for the
actual number of premises connected
Vendor acknowledges and agrees that any grant, to be negotiated with and paid by the MBI
directly to the selected Vendor, will offset when paid, on a dollar for dollar basis, any price to be
paid by the Town MLP, with the reduction of any monthly payments, stated above, to be agreed
between the Vendor and a Town. Further, the Vendor agrees to consult closely with each Town
MLP regarding the structure and content of any application by Vendor for any MBI grant.

Acknowledged and Agreed:

_____________________________
Authorized Vendor Official

Exhibit C.4
Price Proposal Form - Tolland
The undersigned Vendor submits the following as its Price Proposal to the MLP for the Town of
Tolland Network Service Procurement:
1.
A lump sum price of
________________________________________________________ Dollars ($_________) to
be paid, if at all, by MBI in the form of a grant to Vendor in accordance with the terms and
conditions of any such grant, or alternatively, at the Town MLP’s sole election,
2.
Monthly payments in the amount of $______ to be made each month over the term of the
contract, which shall not exceed 15 years, in lieu of a lump sum price. (Vendor may quote level
monthly payments or stepped payments.)
The price quoted should assume all Town premises to be connected, subject to adjustment for the
actual number of premises connected
Vendor acknowledges and agrees that any grant, to be negotiated with and paid by the MBI
directly to the selected Vendor, will offset when paid, on a dollar for dollar basis, any price to be
paid by the Town MLP, with the reduction of any monthly payments, stated above, to be agreed
between the Vendor and a Town. Further, the Vendor agrees to consult closely with each Town
MLP regarding the structure and content of any application of the Vendor for any MBI grant.

Acknowledged and Agreed:

_____________________________
Authorized Vendor Official
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Monterey: Initial Model of Infrastructure & CAPEX
Fiber-to-the-Home (FTTH) network
enabling service to all homes in town.
Costs include all capital required for
the network, network equipment, and
customer equipment needed to
provide broadband service.

Infrastructure Components
Households Modeled*

944

Fiber Miles Modeled

66

Poles Modeled

1,505

* Approximate household locations from Experian

Capital Expenditures (CAPEX)

Modeled Network Infrastructure
Core Fiber (existing & redundant fiber)
Distribution Fiber (core fiber to cabinet)
Local Fiber (cabinets to premises)
Sources: Experian, Tom Tom, MBI, Cartesian
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Existing Point of Interconnection (POI)
Cabinet (equipment for local network)
Hut (equipment for entire town network)
Town Border

MBI Last Mile Town Profiles, Feb. 2016

Estimated Total
Network Cost
Construction Costs
Funded by MBI
Professional Services
Costs Funded by MBI
Projected Town
Contribution

$3,100,000
$680,000
$460,000
$1,960,000

Monterey: Town Financing Information
Financing Required

Town Status

Projected Town
Contribution

$1,960,000

Vote

Action

Year 6 Debt Service
@4% over 15 Years

$153,500

Debt Authorization @ Town Meeting

Passed

2016 Total
Assessed Value

$504M

Debt Exclusion @ Town Election

No Vote Taken*

Year 6 Rate
Impact per mil

$0.30

* Town believed that they did not need to vote until they needed to borrow.

Notes
Example Tax Bill Impact
Assessed Property Value

Annual Property
Tax Increase

$150,000

$45.70

$250,000

$76.10

$500,000

83

$152.20

•

2016 Town Assessed Values from DLS Data Bank

•

Analysis scenario reflects:
•
Interest only payments in Years 1 & 2
•
Interest and partial principal payments in Years 3, 4 & 5

•

Issuance of bonds in Year 6
•
Amount borrowed is lower than net cost to town due to
principal paydown in Years 3, 4 & 5

•

Debt service payments remain level in Years 6-20

•

Tax impacts can be influenced by changes in overall project costs,
interest rates, home values and the town's total assessed value

•

Example tax bill impact shows annual property tax impacts for the
project

MBI Last Mile Town Profiles, Feb. 2016

Monterey: Operating Expenditures (OPEX)
Assumptions

Profit & Loss (P&L) @ 60% Take Rate
Households Modeled*

944

•

Fully outsourced model

Subscribers Modeled

378

•

Costs include:
o Depreciation reserves
o Customer Premise Equipment (CPE)
o Municipal Light Plant (MLP) ongoing
operating expenses

•

Costs exclude:
o Debt service
o Town administration

•

Subscription assumptions (included in ARPU**):
o Video breaks even at $54/month and 10%
of subscribers
o Phone Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) of
$10/month, revenue of $25/month and
40% of subscribers
o 20% of subscribers selecting a higher
speed and higher priced internet package
o 50% of households modeled are seasonal
premises occupied for an average of 4
complete months/ year

Entry Level
Broadband Price
Average Revenue
Per Unit (ARPU)**

$64
$87

Annual Revenue

$395,000

Annual Operating Cost

$345,000

Annual Profit

$50,000

* Approximate household locations from Experian

Monthly Price Required for Basic Internet
to Generate Profit of $50,000 / year
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40% Take Rate

$95

60% Take Rate

$64

75% Take Rate

$52

MBI Last Mile Town Profiles, Feb. 2016
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New Marlborough: Initial Model of Infrastructure & CAPEX
Fiber-to-the-Home (FTTH) network
enabling service to all homes in town.
Costs include all capital required for
the network, network equipment, and
customer equipment needed to
provide broadband service.

Infrastructure Components
Households Modeled*

1,007

Fiber Miles Modeled

103

Poles Modeled

2383

* Approximate household locations from Experian

Capital Expenditures (CAPEX)

Modeled Network Infrastructure
Core Fiber (existing & redundant fiber)
Distribution Fiber (core fiber to cabinet)
Local Fiber (cabinets to premises)
Sources: Experian, Tom Tom, MBI, Cartesian
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Existing Point of Interconnection (POI)
Cabinet (equipment for local network)
Hut (equipment for entire town network)
Town Border

MBI Last Mile Town Profiles, Feb. 2016

Estimated Total
Network Cost
Construction Costs
Funded by MBI
Professional Services
Costs Funded by MBI
Projected Town
Contribution

$4,730,000
$920,000
$790,000
$3,020,000

New Marlborough: Town Financing Information
Financing Required

Town Status

Projected Town
Contribution

$3,020,000

Vote

Action

Year 6 Debt Service
@4% over 15 Years

$236,600

Debt Authorization @ Town Meeting

No Vote Taken*

2016 Total
Assessed Value

$485M

Debt Exclusion @ Town Election

Passed

Year 6 Rate
Impact per mil

$0.49

* Vote planned for Special Town Meeting in April 2016.

Notes
Example Tax Bill Impact
Assessed Property Value

Annual Property
Tax Increase

$150,000

$73.10

$250,000

$121.90

$500,000

103

$243.80

•

2016 Town Assessed Values from DLS Data Bank

•

Analysis scenario reflects:
•
Interest only payments in Years 1 & 2
•
Interest and partial principal payments in Years 3, 4 & 5

•

Issuance of bonds in Year 6
•
Amount borrowed is lower than net cost to town due to
principal paydown in Years 3, 4 & 5

•

Debt service payments remain level in Years 6-20

•

Tax impacts can be influenced by changes in overall project costs,
interest rates, home values and the town's total assessed value

•

Example tax bill impact shows annual property tax impacts for the
project

MBI Last Mile Town Profiles, Feb. 2016

New Marlborough: Operating Expenditures (OPEX)
Assumptions

Profit & Loss (P&L) @ 60% Take Rate
Households Modeled*

1007

•

Fully outsourced model

Subscribers Modeled

470

•

Costs include:
o Depreciation reserves
o Customer Premise Equipment (CPE)
o Municipal Light Plant (MLP) ongoing
operating expenses

•

Costs exclude:
o Debt service
o Town administration

•

Subscription assumptions (included in ARPU**):
o Video breaks even at $54/month and 10%
of subscribers
o Phone Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) of
$10/month, revenue of $25/month and
40% of subscribers
o 20% of subscribers selecting a higher
speed and higher priced internet package
o 33% of households modeled are seasonal
premises occupied for an average of 4
complete months/ year

Entry Level
Broadband Price
Average Revenue
Per Unit (ARPU)**

$66
$89

Annual Revenue

$499,000

Annual Operating Cost

$449,000

Annual Profit

$50,000

* Approximate household locations from Experian

Monthly Price Required for Basic Internet
to Generate Profit of $50,000 / year
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40% Take Rate

$97

60% Take Rate

$66

75% Take Rate

$53

MBI Last Mile Town Profiles, Feb. 2016
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Sandisfield: Initial Model of Infrastructure & CAPEX
Fiber-to-the-Home (FTTH) network
enabling service to all homes in town.
Costs include all capital required for
the network, network equipment, and
customer equipment needed to
provide broadband service.

Infrastructure Components
Households Modeled*

619

Fiber Miles Modeled

74

Poles Modeled

1422

* Approximate household locations from Experian

Capital Expenditures (CAPEX)

Modeled Network Infrastructure
Core Fiber (existing & redundant fiber)
Distribution Fiber (core fiber to cabinet)
Local Fiber (cabinets to premises)
Sources: Experian, Tom Tom, MBI, Cartesian
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Existing Point of Interconnection (POI)
Cabinet (equipment for local network)
Hut (equipment for entire town network)
Town Border

MBI Last Mile Town Profiles, Feb. 2016

Estimated Total
Network Cost
Construction Costs
Funded by MBI
Professional Services
Costs Funded by MBI
Projected Town
Contribution

$3,610,000
$620,000
$610,000
$2,380,000

Sandisfield: Town Financing Information
Financing Required

Town Status

Projected Town
Contribution

$2,380,000

Vote

Action

Year 6 Debt Service
@4% over 15 Years

$186,400

Debt Authorization @ Town Meeting

Passed

2016 Total
Assessed Value

$216M

Debt Exclusion @ Town Election

Passed

Year 6 Rate
Impact per mil

$0.86

Notes
Example Tax Bill Impact
Assessed Property Value

Annual Property
Tax Increase

$150,000

$129.20

$250,000

$215.40

$500,000

139

$430.80

•

2016 Town Assessed Values from DLS Data Bank

•

Analysis scenario reflects:
•
Interest only payments in Years 1 & 2
•
Interest and partial principal payments in Years 3, 4 & 5

•

Issuance of bonds in Year 6
•
Amount borrowed is lower than net cost to town due to
principal paydown in Years 3, 4 & 5

•

Debt service payments remain level in Years 6-20

•

Tax impacts can be influenced by changes in overall project costs,
interest rates, home values and the town's total assessed value

•

Example tax bill impact shows annual property tax impacts for the
project

MBI Last Mile Town Profiles, Feb. 2016

Sandisfield: Operating Expenditures (OPEX)
Assumptions

Profit & Loss (P&L) @ 60% Take Rate
Households Modeled*

619

•

Fully outsourced model

Subscribers Modeled

272

•

Costs include:
o Depreciation reserves
o Customer Premise Equipment (CPE)
o Municipal Light Plant (MLP) ongoing
operating expenses

•

Costs exclude:
o Debt service
o Town administration

•

Subscription assumptions (included in ARPU**):
o Video breaks even at $54/month and 10%
of subscribers
o Phone Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) of
$10/month, revenue of $25/month and
40% of subscribers
o 20% of subscribers selecting a higher
speed and higher priced internet package
o 40% of households modeled are seasonal
premises occupied for an average of 4
complete months/ year

Entry Level
Broadband Price
Average Revenue
Per Unit (ARPU)**

$86
$109

Annual Revenue

$355,000

Annual Operating Cost

$305,000

Annual Profit

$50,000

* Approximate household locations from Experian

Monthly Price Required for Basic Internet
to Generate Profit of $50,000 / year
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40% Take Rate

$128

60% Take Rate

$86

75% Take Rate

$69

MBI Last Mile Town Profiles, Feb. 2016
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Tolland: Initial Model of Infrastructure & CAPEX
Fiber-to-the-Home (FTTH) network
enabling service to all homes in town.
Costs include all capital required for
the network, network equipment, and
customer equipment needed to
provide broadband service.

Infrastructure Components
Households Modeled*

509

Fiber Miles Modeled

41

Poles Modeled

801

* Approximate household locations from Experian

Capital Expenditures (CAPEX)

Modeled Network Infrastructure
Core Fiber (existing & redundant fiber)
Distribution Fiber (core fiber to cabinet)
Local Fiber (cabinets to premises)
Sources: Experian, Tom Tom, MBI, Cartesian
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Existing Point of Interconnection (POI)
Cabinet (equipment for local network)
Hut (equipment for entire town network)
Town Border

MBI Last Mile Town Profiles, Feb. 2016

Estimated Total
Network Cost
Construction Costs
Funded by MBI
Professional Services
Costs Funded by MBI
Projected Town
Contribution

$2,650,000
$430,000
$400,000
$1,820,000

Tolland: Town Financing Information
Financing Required

Town Status

Projected Town
Contribution

$1,820,000

Vote

Action

Year 6 Debt Service
@4% over 15 Years

$142,600

Debt Authorization @ Town Meeting

Passed

2016 Total
Assessed Value

$194M

Debt Exclusion @ Town Election

Passed

Year 6 Rate
Impact per mil

$0.74

Notes
Example Tax Bill Impact
Assessed Property Value

Annual Property
Tax Increase

$150,000

$110.30

$250,000

$183.90

$500,000

151

$367.70

•

2016 Town Assessed Values from DLS Data Bank

•

Analysis scenario reflects:
•
Interest only payments in Years 1 & 2
•
Interest and partial principal payments in Years 3, 4 & 5

•

Issuance of bonds in Year 6
•
Amount borrowed is lower than net cost to town due to
principal paydown in Years 3, 4 & 5

•

Debt service payments remain level in Years 6-20

•

Tax impacts can be influenced by changes in overall project costs,
interest rates, home values and the town's total assessed value

•

Example tax bill impact shows annual property tax impacts for the
project

MBI Last Mile Town Profiles, Feb. 2016

Tolland: Operating Expenditures (OPEX)
Assumptions

Profit & Loss (P&L) @ 60% Take Rate
Households Modeled*

509

•

Fully outsourced model

Subscribers Modeled

190

•

Costs include:
o Depreciation reserves
o Customer Premise Equipment (CPE)
o Municipal Light Plant (MLP) ongoing
operating expenses

•

Costs exclude:
o Debt service
o Town administration

•

Subscription assumptions (included in ARPU**):
o Video breaks even at $54/month and 10%
of subscribers
o Phone Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) of
$10/month, revenue of $25/month and
40% of subscribers
o 20% of subscribers selecting a higher
speed and higher priced internet package
o 57% of households modeled are seasonal
premises occupied for an average of 4
complete months/ year

Entry Level
Broadband Price
Average Revenue
Per Unit (ARPU)**

$82
$105

Annual Revenue

$240,000

Annual Operating Cost

$190,000

Annual Profit

$50,000

* Approximate household locations from Experian

Monthly Price Required for Basic Internet
to Generate Profit of $50,000 / year
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40% Take Rate

$122

60% Take Rate

$82

75% Take Rate

$66
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